### Practice Paper 2 – YEAR 5 LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS

The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined. Write the correct spelling for each underlined word in the box.

1. The children enjoy **joging** in the park.
2. I picked some lovely white **daisys** from our garden.
3. I **bort** a ticket to the circus yesterday.
4. He **allways** sits at the front of the bus.
5. I **herd** you calling from outside.
6. The loud thunder **fritened** the puppy.
7. I tried hard but I still came **larst**.
8. I ate **strawberrys** with my ice-cream.
9. I am **hireing** a board to go surfing on Saturday.
10. I don’t **beleive** you!

### My Journey

11. I cort a train into town today
12. becos the roads were
13. very busee. Also it was
14. too dangeres to ride my bike.
Meeting With Friends

15. I thort it
16. wood be lots of fun
17. to meet my frends
18. for brekfast. So we met in town at 8 am.

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

19. Three faktorys were closed on the weekend.
20. I lisened to the soft sound of the waterfall.
21. What a bootiful day it is outside!
22. What hapend to you?
23. The baby refussed to go to sleep.
24. The bees attaked the bear when it tried to take the honey.
25. My birthday is in February.

Read each question. Select your answer from the choices given.

26. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   I _______ my horse along the beach this morning.
   ride ridden rode road

27. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
The balloon will burst _______ you blow it up anymore.
   if what unless since
28. Which answer completes the sentence correctly?
I _______ my bag so you can’t use it.  

hide  hidden  have hidden

29. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
I can’t bake a cake _______ I get the  

while  until  because  except

oven fixed.

30. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
I was very tired _______ happy after  

however  but  since  nor

our wonderful holiday.

31. Which sentence has the correct punctuation?

○ I am travelling to France Spain, and Italy in summer.
○ I am travelling to France, spain and Italy in summer.
○ I am travelling to France, Spain and Italy in summer.
○ I am travelling to France Spain and, Italy in summer.

32. Which of the following is correct?

○ Is this the right way I asked?
○ “Is this the right way?” I asked.

33. Which of the following is correct?

○ Only one girl will be singing in the play. It will either be Lee or Amy.
○ Only one girl will be singing in the play. It will neither be Lee nor Amy.
○ Only one girl will be singing in the play. It will neither be Lee nor Amy.
○ Only one girl will be singing in the play. It will either be Lee nor Amy.

34. Which of the following is correct?

○ He said the “hike would be difficult.”
○ He said the hike would be difficult.
○ He said the, “Hike would be difficult.”
○ He said, the hike would be difficult.”

35. Which sentence has the correct punctuation?

○ The colours on the flag were red, white and orange.
○ The colours on the flag were red, white, and orange.
○ The colours on the flag were red, white, and, orange.
Read each question.
Select your answer from the choices given.

36. Show the best place to put the question mark (?).
   I would love to go ___ Can Dan come too ___ It will be great fun. ___

37. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   He ______ all night long. driving drive drove driven

38. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   I am going to ______ my rubbish in ______ the bin. thrown threw throw throwing

39. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   I am going to the beach ______ sunset. in at on to

40. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   I have ______ that old coat too many ______ times. wearing worn weared wear

41. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   I would like to have a salad, soup and _______ a an the orange juice for lunch.

42. Which sentence has the correct punctuation?
   John said, “I’m going to live in London for a year.”
   John said “I’m going to live in London for a year.”
   John said, I’m going to live in London for a year.
   John said, “I’m going to live in London for a year.”

43. Which of the following is correct?
   Frank and me are the best singers.
   Frank and I are the best singers.
   Frank and myself are the best singers.
   Frank and mine are the best singers.
Read each question.
Select your answers from the choices given.

44. Show where the missing speech marks (" ") should go.
   “That’s not the street __ ! __ shouted Jo. __ You have to turn left at the lights.”
   ○ ○ ○ ○

45. Show where the missing commas (,) should go.
   The accident __ so we’ve heard __ was caused __ by a __ speeding car.
   ○ ○ ○ ○

Read each question.
Select your answer from the choices given.

46. Show where the missing apostrophe (’ ) should go.
   Please pack the book __ s in Matt __ s bag __ s.
   ○ ○ ○ ○

47. Which sentence is correct?
   ○ Yesterday I went shopping and bought a present for you.
   ○ Yesterday I shopping and buyed a present for you.
   ○ Yesterday I am shopping and bought a present for you.
   ○ Yesterday I went shopping and buying a present for you.

48. Which sentence is correct?
   ○ My dog has hidden his bone in the backyard.
   ○ My dog has hiding his bone in the backyard.
   ○ My dog is hidden his bone in the backyard.
   ○ My dog have hid his bone in the backyard.

49. Which sentence has the correct punctuation?
   ○ “Hurry or we’ll be late” yelled Daria.
   ○ “Hurry or we’ll be late yelled Daria!”
   ○ “Hurry or we’ll be late yelled Daria.
   ○ “Hurry or we’ll be late!” yelled Daria.
50. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   Speak loudly and clearly _______ we can hear you from here.
   so       because
   unless    except

51. Which answer completes the sentence correctly?
   You could _______ helped me.
   of        have
   with      for

52. Which word completes the sentence correctly?
   “Look what you’ve _______,” said Mum.
   do        did
   done      doing